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15.01.2016 - Connectivity Platform

EU-China
FEPORT was invited to participate to a meeting organized by

the European Commission in preparation of the first working

group meeting of the China-EU connectivity platform.

The objective of the platform is to, where desirable,

coordinate policies related to the Chinese “One belt, one road

programme” and the Trans-European Transport Network

(TEN-T).

The first working group meeting of the China-EU

connectivity platform took place from 20 – 22nd January. It

was agreed that the Connectivity Platform should be carried

out in an efficient way, building on existing mechanisms and

fora, and identifying pilot projects and priority actions, in full

respect of the parties' legislation that could bring immediate

results.

21-22.01.2016 - Swiss Shippers conference

FEPORT was invited to speak at the 17th Swiss Shippers’ Sea freight

conference which took place on January 21st and 22nd in Interlaken

(Switzerland). The event was attended by more than 250

participants. Shippers, freight forwarders, shipping lines, experts,

officials from different ministries etc…were present.

Different topics were discussed in plenary but also in workshops.

 

 FEPORT, as were other European industry organizations, was

requested to update attendees to the conference about the main

topics on the European agenda and to explain how organizations

work together in Brussels.

Ms. Lamia Kerdjoudj-Belkaid, Secretary General who

represented FEPORT referred to the Stakeholders’

conference held last December 3rd stating: “We have started

a dialogue between industry stakeholders’ on a number of

issues that are of primary importance for the efficiency of

supply and logistics chains in Europe.

We do all believe that if we succeed, we will definitely better

serve European exports”.

“We should not forget that cargo is key and that the different

modes of transport are there to “serve” it and not the

opposite” added Ms. Lamia Kerdjoudj-Belkaid

“We strongly advocate the end of the “silo” modal approach

which focuses on one segment rather on the whole logistics

chain. We are all interdependent and should therefore

cooperate” concluded Ms. Lamia Kerdjoudj-Belkaid.

25.01.2016 - TRAN Commitee of the

European Parliament
Ports Regulation and presentation of the Council

Presidency’s programme

Vote of the Port Regulation: A step forward but in need of

a clear mandate for MEP and Rapporteur Fleckenstein

On January 25th, the Transport Committee of the European

Parliament adopted the compromise amendments which

resulted from the discussions between MEP and Rapporteur

Knut Fleckenstein and the Shadow Rapporteurs on the

proposal for the Port Services Regulation.

 

The draft report as amended was adopted by 29 votes in

favor, 13 against and 3 abstentions while the decision to

enter in negotiations with the Council and the Commission

(Rule 73(2)) was rejected thus not granting the mandate to

the Rapporteur, M. Fleckenstein.

 

“It is a pity that negotiations between the three institutions

cannot start” said Ms. Lamia Kerdjoudj-Belkaid, Secretary

General of FEPORT. “We really appreciate the efforts that
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have been made by all involved parties to find agreement and

we value the good cooperation we had with Rapporteur

Fleckenstein and the Shadow Rapporteurs as well as with all

MEPs with whom we had a chance to exchange”.

 

“FEPORT was skeptical about the added value of the initial

version of the text because it was mainly focusing on market

access to port services as if this was “The main issue” and we are

glad to see that members of the TRAN Committee have rejected

the forced free market access to port services” explained Ms.

Lamia Kerdjoudj-Belkaid

“European ports are indeed facing other important challenges

which require the mobilization of all actors. Rapporteur

Fleckenstein has been able to convince all port stakeholders to

engage and work on the text. This was not the case in the

framework of the previous port packages” continued Ms. Lamia

Kerdjoudj-Belkaid

“FEPORT is committed to support the text as long as cargo

handling is excluded from chapter II, organization of port

services, provisions relating to financial transparency preserve

private terminal operators from risks of distortion of competition

from public authorities undertaking commercial activities and

social dialogue in ports is respected” concluded Ms. Lamia

Kerdjoudj-Belkaid.

 

The vote on the Ports Regulation was followed by an

exchange of views with Luxembourg Minister for

Infrastructure and Sustainable Development, M.  François

Bausch on the conclusions of Luxembourg Presidency and by

a presentation of the Council Presidency’s programme by the

Dutch Minister for Infrastructure and Environment, Ms.

Melanie Schulz Van Haegen.

It is expected that negotiations with the European

Parliament on the proposals under the market pillar of the

Fourth Railway Package, on the Regulation on market

access and financial transparency of port services and the

Directive on technical requirements for inland waterway

vessels will be concluded under the Netherlands

Presidency.

The Presidency hopes to reach agreement on the “market

pillar” files of the 4th Railway Package with Parliament

“before Easter” and will be ready to negotiate ports proposal 

as soon as Parliament is ready.

The theme of the transport part of the joint ministerial

meeting of environment and transport ministers on 14 and

15 April 2016 will be ‘smart mobility’ (cooperative and

automated driving).

26.01.2016 – European Sustainable

Shipping Forum (ESSF)

The 5th Plenary meeting of the European Sustainable

Shipping Forum (ESSF) took place in Brussels on 26th

January 2016. The meeting was updated on progress

related to all the ESSF sub-groups. The ESSF Plenary acts as

the Forum for the approval of the ESSF sub-groups, ranging

from Marine-LNG to Competitiveness.

 

Issues of importance to FEPORT included discussions on

new training needs in light of the development of LNG as

an alternative maritime fuel source, including to

non-maritime personnel.

 

 The Plenary also discussed the review of Annexes to the

Port Reception Facilities Directive as well as the latest

update from the Competitiveness sub-group on the impact

of Sulphur emissions rules on shipping in the SECA zone.

Programme of the Netherlands Presidency of the Council

Ms. Melanie Schulz Van Haegen explained that the

Netherlands Presidency will prioritize efforts to make the

transport sector more competitive by focusing on a

well-functioning market, innovation, investment in

infrastructure and smart legislation.
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FEPORT among the organizations supporting the EU

Operational Guidelines on Places of Refuge

27.01.2016 - Ports of refuge, European

Parliament

Last January 27th, at the occasion of the Seas, Rivers, Islands

and Coastal Areas (SEARICA) Intergroup meeting in the

European Parliament under the patronage of MEP Gesine

Meissner, Chair of the Intergroup and MEP Michael Cramer,

Chair of the TRAN Committee and in the presence of Mrs.

Bulc, Commissioner for transport, FEPORT, other industry

stakeholders, the Commission and EMSA co-signed a joint

declaration  in support of the recently adopted EU 

type of event, agree about the procedures, and decisions to

be implemented” continued Ms. Lamia Kerdjoudj-Belkaid.

 

“It was important that Member States authorities listen to

industry and vice versa and this dialogue must continue to

improve the Guidelines if need be. I am sure that the lessons

learnt from the ongoing management of the situation of

distress faced by MV/Modern Express and other similar events

will provide good opportunities to assess the relevance and

added value of the Operational Guidelines" added Ms. Lamia

Kerdjoudj-Belkaid.

"FEPORT wants to thank the European Commission and

EMSA for their active role in the elaboration of the EU

Operational Guidelines for Places of Refuge and hopes indeed

that the Co-operation group on places of refuge will carry on its

work on the other topics.

Regarding insurance, liability and compensation, “FEPORT

will certainly remain committed to dialogue with the other

stakeholders and with the Commission to find pragmatic

solutions” concluded Lamia Kerdjoudj-Belkaid.

29.01.2016 – eManifest meeting
FEPORT participated in a DG MOVE/DG TAXUD joint

eManifest pilot project. The scope of the project is to develop

a harmonized eManifest which will encompass a number of

cargo formalities which are required by different

authorities.

The pilot project will include national authorities in the

selected Member States, shipping lines, Port Authorities,

Port Community System service providers, Ship Owners

and Terminal Operators.

Meetings of the month
FEPORT Port Policy Committee meeting 19.01.2016

Operational Guidelines on Places of Refuge. 

The Guidelines are the positive result of the “tripartite”

efforts, during three years, of Member States authorities, the

Commission, EMSA and industry stakeholders concerned by

the issue of Places of Refuge.

 

“What has taken place in the framework of the Co-operation

group on places of refuge is in many respect a best practice that

we would like to see replicated on other issues” said Ms. Lamia

Kerdjoudj-Belkaid, Secretary General of FEPORT. “Indeed,

agreeing on the chain of communication in a situation of

emergency concerning a ship in distress is crucial and who can

better than those who are involved in the management of this
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Coming meetings

Trade Contact Group meeting

European Parliament plenary session

PEMA AGM

Dutch Presidency High level event - Short

Sea Shipping

TRAN Committee meeting

 Customs Business Group Meeting

Social Dialogue Committee for ports:

Safety on Ships Working Group

FEPORT Social Affairs Committee Meeting

 FEPORT Board of Directors

European Parliament plenary session

ICHCA Annual event

European Parliament plenary session

TRAN Committee meeting

StocExpo, Antwerp

FEPORT General Assembly and Board of

Directors meeting

01.02.2016

1-4.02.2015

3-4.02.2016

15-16.02.2016

15-16.02.2016

17.02.2016

19.02.2016

 

24.02.2015

25.02.2016

24-25.02.2016

29.02-03.03.2016

7-10.03.2016

14-15.03.2016

15-17.03.2016

9-10.06.2016
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